
It's what's on
the inside that
counts.

A crate is not just a wooden box; it's custom armor built to protect the unique item
within. Approaching each project with a fresh perspective, our team of veteran
custom packaging and crating experts provide complimentary consultations to
thoroughly analyze the individual needs of each varied piece that we package for
safe shipping. 



Your place or ours?
We have the capability to prefabricate crates at our 30,000
square foot facility or construct at your location. Regardless of
where we build, we’re prepared for changes and add-ons with
fully-equipped service vehicles and a rolling stock of lumber and
supplies.

Why Precision?
Innovative Equipment
Our investments in automated, efficient
equipment allows us to pass cost savings
down to our clients.

Diversified Offerings
From heavy machinery to delicate, fragile
items, we pack and service it all.

Administrative Technology
Our proprietary app captures all job
information, signatures, and photos from
the work site which are all immediately
accessible by our clients.

Attention to Detail
We take every distinctive factor into
consideration when determining
packaging materials and methods (origin
and destination conditions, means of
transport, fragility of each item, etc.).
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We don’t just build crates; we provide customized
protection by blending proven construction techniques
with the most current technology.

Industrial Crating

OUR SERVICES

A complete crating solution is not always the most
practical approach. We offer heavy duty skidding
services for easy forklift access. In addition to the
logistical benefits, this option can yield considerable
cost savings when compared to complete crating. 

Palletizing and Skidding

Crating alone may not provide sufficient protection for
items transported overseas as salt air and humidity
can wreak havoc on exposed metal and sensitive
electronics.

Vapor Barrier & Weather Shield

Our expert methods reduce the risk of
cargo damage during ocean transit.

Container Loading,
Blocking, and Bracing

Art Installation 
Rigging
Facility Relocation Consults and
Planning (plants, labs, etc.)

Also Available

All services include a free on-site or
virtual consultation.
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OUR SERVICES
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Our Team
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